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Abstract

Charge separation (CS) and charge recombination (CR) ratesin photosynthetic architec-

tures are difficult to control, yet their ratio can make or break photon-to-current conversion

efficiencies. A rational design approach to the enhancementof CS over CR requires a mecha-

nistic understanding of the underlying electron transfer (ET) process, including the role of the

environment. Toward this goal, we introduce a QM/MM protocol for ET simulations and use

it to characterize CR in the formanilide-anthraquinone dyad (FAAQ). Our simulations predict

fast recombination of the charge-transfer excited state, in agreement with recent experiments.

The computed electronic couplings show an electronic statedependence and are weaker in

solution than in the gas phase. We explore the role ofcis-trans isomerization on the CR ki-

netics, and we find strong correlation between the vertical energy gaps of the full simulations

and a collective solvent polarization coordinate. Our approach relies on constrained density

functional theory to obtain accurate diabatic electronic states on the fly for molecular dynam-

ics simulations, while orientational and electronic polarization of the solvent is captured by

a polarizable force field based on a Drude oscillator model. The method offers a unified ap-

proach to the characterization of driving forces, reorganization energies, electronic couplings,

and nonlinear solvent effects in light-harvesting systems.

Keywords: charge recombination; linear response; free energy; electronic coupling; Marcus

theory; polarizable QM/MM; constrained DFT; two-layer SCF
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Introduction

Electron transfer (ET) reactions are crucial steps in the storage of solar energy in chemical bonds.

Whether in biological or bioinspired light-harvesting systems1,2 or in advanced semiconductor

materials,3–5 the same three-step mechanism underlies the conversion of incident photon flux into

photocurrent. Absorption of visible light by a photosensitive structure, such as a dye molecule or

a semiconducting metal, generates a localized excited state. The availability of lower-energy elec-

tronic states with enhanced charge separation drives an ET process, resulting in an intermediate,

charge-transfer (CT) excited state. The CT state can further separate into free charges, completing

the photovoltaic process.

Synthetic light-harvesting systems have very high standards to meet: in natural photosynthesis,

electrons and holes are generated from the initial CT state with near unit efficiency due to rapid

charge separation (CS) versus extremely slow (∼ 1 s) charge recombination (CR).6 The critical

role of the CS-to-CR ratio in light-harvesting complexes7,8 has inspired a substantial body of ex-

perimental and theoretical work on condensed phase CS and CRin small-molecule prototypes.9–11

Molecular polyads — consisting of a chromophore and one or several electron donors and ac-

ceptors — are a popular architecture for artificial light-harvesting because they offer the potential

for long-lived photoinduced CS in a small, chemically tunable package.12–14Triads,15,16 tetrads17

and higher polyads, including dendrimeric structures,18 exploit spatial separation of the termi-

nal donor and acceptor to reduce the donor-acceptor electronic coupling, obtaining long-lived CT

states at the expense of low yields of the CT state. Conversely, smaller dyads present high initial

CT state yields, but fast geminate CR limits the overall efficiency of charge carrier generation.19

How small the dyad can be while maintaining a capacity for photoinduced CS is an open and

important question.

Given the daunting task of striking a favorable balance between CS and CR in these polyads,

we anticipate further rational design and optimization to be contingent upon a mechanistic under-

standing of the underlying ET processes. The Marcus theory of ET20,21is an excellent guide in this

respect. In Marcus theory, the ET rate is expressed in terms of three system-dependent parameters:
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the driving force∆G, which is the free energy difference between the reactant and product states at

equilibrium; the reorganization energyλ , which is the free energy cost to distort the configuration

of the reactant to an equilibrium configuration of the product; and the donor-acceptor electronic

couplingVDA,

kET =
2π
h̄

V2
DA√

4πλkBT
exp

[

−(λ +∆G)2

4λkBT

]

(1)

The validity of the Marcus model has been thoroughly investigated and confirmed over a wide

range of conditions,22,23 including the inverted region,−∆G> λ , where the ET rate is predicted

to decrease with increasing driving force. The model assumes linear response of the bulk solvent

polarization to the electric field. Several extensions havebeen proposed to account for situations

where the model breaks down, for example, in systems with strong vibronic effects24 or electronic

state-dependent polarizabilities.25 Marcus theory and its extensions provide a framework for cor-

relating molecular structure with ET properties; thus, Marcus ET parameters are important for the

analysis and refinement of molecular light-harvesting architectures.

Because of the experimental challenges associated with measuring ET parameters, especially

the reorganization energy,26,27 computer simulations have played an important role in develop-

ing an understanding of ET at the molecular level. These simulations present their own set of

challenges. The role of the environment as a facilitator of ET has long been appreciated,28,29

but the computational cost of modeling the environment fromfirst-principles is often prohibitive.

Instead, it is common to adopt a hybrid QM/MM model30,31 in which the solute is described

by a high-level electronic structure method while the solvent is treated with a classical force

field. Furthermore, diabatic reactant and product states form a more suitable basis for studying

ET than the adiabatic states obtained from traditional electronic structure methods.32 Empirical

valence-bond methods,33 frozen-density functional theory34 and constrained density functional

theory (CDFT)35–37 have all been used to define diabatic states for ET simulations. While the

complexity of these simulations has increased substantially over time, the accurate prediction of

ET rates in solution remains unfinished business.

In this article, we characterize CR in the small molecular dyad formanilide-anthraquinone
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(FAAQ) in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) solution using a new QM/MM scheme for ET simulations.

An unusually long-lived CT state was postulated for FAAQ in DMSO38 on the basis of spectro-

scopic signatures which were later reassigned to a side reaction with the DMSO solvent.39 The CT

state is much shorter-lived in other solvents, so we naivelyexpect fast CR in DMSO as well. Our

simulations harnesses the power of CDFT to compute accuratediabatic states on the fly and the

computational efficiency of polarizable force fields, achieving high-quality molecular dynamics

(MD) sampling of the ET free energy surfaces. The simulations provide a detailed picture of the

CR mechanism and confirm that CR in FAAQ is fast.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. First we introduce the compact donor-acceptor

dyad FAAQ and review its experimental characterization in some detail. After highlighting the

features we consider to be essential for a quantitative computational model of condensed phase

ET free energies, we lay out the details of the simulations and present free energy profiles and ET

parameters for the dyad in solution. Our model predicts ET parameters in line with experimental

data and provides the first qualitatively correct prediction of the FAAQ reorganization energy in

DMSO. Next we identify and characterize deviations from linear response in the simulations, and

we show that torsional flexibility does not strongly modulate the CR rate in FAAQ. We then show

that the energy gaps from the full simulations can be mapped quite well onto a simple electrostatic

model of solvent polarization. Finally, we summarize strengths and weaknesses of our approach

and suggest avenues for further applications and improvements.

Model system: the FAAQ dyad

Solution phase ET in the FAAQ dyad,38–41shown in Figure 1, has been the subject of some con-

troversy. The report of a CT excited state in FAAQ with a lifetime of nearly 1 millisecond38

in DMSO contrasted sharply with the empirical rule-of-thumb that CR from singlet CT states in

compact dyads generally takes place on picosecond timescales.42 Later efforts to reproduce the

long-lived CT state of FAAQ and to explore the dependence of its lifetime on solvent39 concluded
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that the long-lived transient absorption signal previously assigned to the intramolecular CT state

arises instead from intermolecular ET following photo-oxidation of DMSO. Femtosecond transient

absorption studies on FAAQ in acetonitrile yielded more conventional CR rates of approximately

2 ps for the singlet CT state and 130 ns for the triplet CT state.39
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Figure 1: Structure of the FAAQ dyad in its (a)transand (b)cis conformations. The dashed line
indicates the location of the partition employed in this study between the donor(+) and acceptor
(−).

Happily, the controversy has generated a wealth of experimental data for FAAQ. Electrochem-

ical studies on FAAQ and related derivatives produced an estimate for the CR driving force,38

−∆GCR = 2.24 eV, later revised39 to −∆GCR = 2.68 eV. Both estimates are indirect deductions

with unclear error bars, so we consider them useful qualitative guides, rather than absolute bench-

marks, for comparison to our simulations. A rough estimate for the reorganization energyλ can

also be found by comparing CT state lifetimes of FAAQ and its derivatives.43 We first make the

assumption that the difference in lifetimesτ of two polyadsA andB is controlled by the differ-

ence in their activation free energies rather than the difference in their pre-exponential factors.

This assumption is valid to the extent that the donor-acceptor coupling is similar forA andB; this

may not be the case in the long-range ET regime where the coupling decays exponentially with

donor-acceptor distance, but it is a more reasonable assumption for the modestly separated polyads

considered here. Then the ratio of the CR lifetimes ofA andB satisfies

ln

[

τCR(B)
τCR(A)

]

=−∆G‡
CR(A)−∆G‡

CR(B)
kBT

≡−∆∆G‡
CR

kBT
(2)
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where∆G‡
CR= (λ +∆GCR)

2/(4λ ) is the activation free energy for CR. Further assuming a negli-

gible difference in the reorganization energyλ (A) = λ (B) = λ , we find

λ =
∆(∆GCR)

2

4∆∆G‡
CR−2∆∆GCR

(3)

We use expmerimentally determined lifetimes and driving forces for FAAQ and its ferrocenated

derivative FcFAAQ (τCR = 20 ps,−∆GCR = 1.16 eV)38 to estimate the reorganization energy.

Depending on the chosen estimate for−∆GCR in FAAQ, we obtain estimates ofλ = 1.53 eV or

λ = 1.78 eV. Finally, given the CT state lifetime of FAAQ and the estimates of∆GCR andλ , we

can solve Eq. (1) for the electronic coupling to determine anestimatedVDA between 30 and 60

meV. These estimates provide a qualitative gauge for the integrity of our simulations within the

framework of Marcus theory.

Computational model for electron transfer

Any simulation of ET reactions requires a suitable definition of the reactant and product states.

Among the many available definitions of diabatic states,32,44 the CDFT approach is convenient

because it retains the many advantages of Kohn-Sham DFT while also treating both diabatic states

on the same footing.45 This even-handed treatment is important because one of the diabatic states

is often an excited state; it is especially crucial for CT excited states, which are often poorly de-

scribed46 by linear response time-dependent DFT (LR-TDDFT), thede factostandard tool for ex-

cited states in DFT.47 CDFT avoids these complications by treating both diabatic states as ground

states of modified potentials which constrain the net chargeon the donor and acceptor to appropri-

ate fixed values for each state.35

An appropriate solvent model is also crucial for accurate ETsimulations. Unlike conventional

chemical bond-breaking and bond-forming reactions, intramolecular ET in solution often proceeds

from reactant to product state with negligible internal rearrangement; instead, the reaction is driven

by solvent fluctuations,48 as depicted in Figure 2. In the nonadiabatic limit (smallVDA), when a
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fluctuation brings the system to a configuration in which the reactant and product states have the

same energy, an electron is transferred with probability proportional toV2
DA.

+−

e-

+−

a) b) c)

Figure 2: Schematic of solvent reorganization associated with an ET event, highlighting electronic
and orientational solvent polarization. Conjoined spheres represent the ET dyad; arrows repre-
sent the orientation of individual solvent molecules. (a) Aspontaneous fluctuation of the solvent
away from equilibrium facilitates an ET event. (b) Electronic polarization (red and blue bars) of
the solvent in response to ET occurs much faster than (c) orientational polarization, eventually
establishing equilibrium in the CT state.

In order to adequately characterize the solvent fluctuations, we require a solvent model which

can capture both orientational and electronic polarization. These two effects operate on different

timescales: the solvent electrons respond essentially instantaneously to changes in the electronic

structure of the solute, while orientational and internal nuclear rearrangements of the solvent lag

behind.49,50 Dielectric continuum models offer a computationally efficient means of describing

the dynamic solvent response, but these are typically limited to the linear response regime. Be-

yond linear response, atomistic models are the method of choice;51,52 these models can capture

nonlinear effects due to dependence of the solvent polarization on solute conformation or on the

effective charge separation distance in the CT state. Previous simulations on model systems have

indicated that these effects can modify nonequilibrium properties like reorganization energies sig-

nificantly.53,54

Based on the preceding considerations, we adopt a polarizable molecular mechanics (MMpol)

model in which selected atoms in the solvent are endowed withisotropic polarizability by means

of a charged particle (Drude oscillator) affixed by a fictitious spring.55 Charges on the polarizable

atoms are rescaled to compensate for the charges of the associated Drude oscillators. The solute,

described with CDFT, is electronically embedded in the MMpol solvent, and the solute and solvent
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are allowed to polarize one another self-consistently. This CDFT/MMpol approach is designed to

capture important solute/solvent interactions while remaining scalable to systems far beyond the

computational capacity of a complete density functional approach. This scalability enables the

simulation of asymmetrical ET reactions of flexible donor-acceptor systems in polar solvents, such

as the FAAQ/DMSO system studied here.

Computational Details

All QM/MM calculations were carried out within the framework of the CHARMM/Q-Chem in-

terface.56–58 The QM subsystem, a single FAAQ molecule, was electronically embedded in a

34Å× 34Å× 34Å box of 314 DMSO molecules comprising the MM subsystem. The neutral

(N) and charge transfer (CT) states of FAAQ were modeled using CDFT35 with the B3LYP func-

tional.59 Energy gaps were computed with the 3-21G and 6-31G* basis sets, while the 3-21G

basis was used exclusively for MD simulations in an effort tobalance the conflicting goals of ac-

curate energetics and long MD trajectories. The DMSO solvent was modeled using the all-atom

force field of Strader and Feller,60 modified to include electronic polarizability using Drude oscil-

lators55 bound to each heavy atom (C, O, S) of DMSO. The Drude particle polarizabilities were

chosen to reproduce the dielectric constant of DMSO at optical frequencies (ε∞ = 2.19), and the

electrostatic point charges were scaled to 65% of their original values such that the zero-frequency

dielectric constant was also reproduced (ε0 = 46.7). The DMSO force field parameters and the de-

tails of our procedure for mutual polarization of solute andsolvent can be found in the Supporting

Information.

For MD simulations, all CH bonds in the DMSO solvent were constrained at their equilibrium

length using the SHAKE algorithm61 to help ensure energy conservation with a 2 fs timestep. After

an initial energy minimization, the FAAQ/DMSO system was equilibrated withNPTdynamics at

300 K and 1 atm. For the sake of efficiency, the system was first equilibrated using an all-MM

model with customized force fields62 for each of the two diabatic states of FAAQ, followed by
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further equilibration with the full polarizable QM/MM model. SeveralNVTpolarizable QM/MM

trajectories were then obtained, each multiple picoseconds in length, with FAAQ in either the

neutral or CT electronic state. A simulation temperature of300 K was enforced by a Nosé-Hoover

thermostat. Data were collected only after 2 ps of equilibration for each trajectory. Equilibrium

dynamics in theNVTensemble samples the Helmholtz free energyA; however, the difference in

the work termPV between the two diabatic states is expected to be negligible. Furthermore, the

zero of free energy is arbitrary; therefore we use the notation G for all simulated free energies to

emphasize comparison with experiment.

Diabatic couplings were evaluated within the framework of CDFT,63 both in the gas phase and

in DMSO solvent. The solution phase couplings take into account the different solvation envi-

ronments of the neutral and CT states by self-consistently polarizing each state’s density with its

own set of Drude particles prior to the coupling calculation. Solvent effects on CDFT couplings

at the ET transition state were recently studied in the mixed-valence Q-TTF-Q anion in aqueous

solution;64 here we obtain complementary information about solvent effects on couplings for equi-

librium configurations of both diabatic states. This data can be used to assess the validity of the

Condon approximation in the FAAQ/DMSO system.65

Results

Construction of free energy profiles

As a first step towards determination of the ET free energy profiles, we obtained 30 ps of equi-

librium polarizable QM/MM dynamics in each diabatic state (neutral or CT). A representative

trajectory for each diabatic state is presented in parts (a)and (b) of Figure 3. Each plot also shows

the energy of the other diabatic state at the various configurations visited along the trajectory.

We sample the vertical energy gap∆Eα = ECT
α −EN

α of configurationsα at regular intervals

of 40 fs along these trajectories to build up a statistical picture of the distribution of energy gaps,

as illustrated in the histograms in Figure 3, parts (c) and (d). The probability distribution of the
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energy gap in diabatic stateX, PX(∆E), is related to the free energyGX by

GX(∆E) =−kBT lnPX(∆E) (4)

wherePX(∆E) is to be inferred from the energy gap histograms.

There are several reasonable ways to parameterizePX(∆E) from the sampled energy gaps. A

Gaussian fit to the energy gap distribution will result in a parabolic free energy profile, in keeping

with Marcus theory. However, there is no formal restrictionon the functional form of the fit,

provided it reasonably captures the statistical distribution of energy gaps. First, we explore the

Marcus picture, which facilitates comparison to the experimental ET parameters derived under

the assumption of linear response. We then consider a more flexible model for the free energy and

show that the predicted deviations from the Marcus model favor fast recombination of the CT state.

The Marcus picture

CTP= - kT lnG
CT

NPGN = - kT ln

λ = 1.63 eV
G
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Figure 3: Construction of ET free energy curves for FAAQ. Allenergies are in eV. Several MD
trajectories are computed with FAAQ either in the CT state (a) or the neutral state (b). Along
each trajectory, the energy gap∆E is sampled in order to generate probability distributions for the
energy gapP(∆E) for the (c) CT and (d) neutral trajectories. The histograms show the relative
frequency of each energy gap window, while the curves are a Gaussian fit. (e) Free energy curves
for the neutral and CT states are computed as the logarithm ofthe probability distributions.
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Gaussian fits to the neutral and CT energy gap distributions are shown in Figure 3(c) and

Figure 3(d). The error bars in the histograms indicate the standard error in the bar heights obtained

separately for each MD trajectory. Applying Eq. (4) to the Gaussian fits, we obtain the Marcus

free energy curves in Figure 3(e). The nested parabolas confirm that the simulations place CR in

the Marcus inverted region,−∆GCR > λ .

Within the linear response approximation, the driving force and reorganization energy can be

obtained directly from the mean energy gaps of the neutral and CT configurations,26

∆GCR =
1
2
(〈∆E〉N+ 〈∆E〉CT) (5)

λ =
1
2
(〈∆E〉N−〈∆E〉CT) (6)

The mean energy gaps and corresponding ET parameters are presented in Table 1. Our ET

parameters∆GCR = 2.38 eV andλ = 1.64 eV fall between the two estimates inferred from ex-

perimental data,−∆GCR ≈ 2.24−2.68 eV andλ ≈ 1.53−1.78 eV. From the standard error of

the mean energy gap for each state, we estimate uncertainties of roughly 0.2 eV for both−∆GCR

andλ due to the limited MD sampling. Nevertheless, the calculated −∆GCR andλ demonstrate

that the experimental ET properties, interpreted within the Marcus picture, are borne out by the

microscopic details of the CDFT/MMpol simulations. The agreement of our calculatedλ with

experiment is especially encouraging because it indicatesthat our simulations achieve a realistic

picture of both equilibrium and nonequilibrium solvation regimes. Previous work has demonstrated

that 0.2 eV of the reorganization energy arises directly from solute reorganization,43 while an ad-

ditional 0.6 eV can be attributed to bulk electrostatic effects.32 The larger reorganization energy

found here suggests that solvent configurations at equilibrium with either diabatic state are fur-

ther stabilized, relative to nonequilibrium configurations, by conformation-specific solute-solvent

interactions such as hydrogen bonding that are not capturedby conventional continuum solvent

approaches.66
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Table 1: ET parameters obtained from MD simulations, assuming Gaussian statistics for the
energy gap. All energies are in eV.

Basis set 〈∆E〉N 〈∆E〉CT −∆GCR λCR ∆G‡
CR

3-21G 4.13 0.86 2.49 1.63 0.11
6-31G* 4.03 0.74 2.38 1.64 0.08

Beyond linear response

Having validated the Marcus picture obtained through the CDFT/MMpol approach, we can inves-

tigate the degree to which the simulations predict deviations from the linear response regime in

the FAAQ/DMSO ET reaction. The linear response assumption is built into most implicit solvent

models,67 so CDFT/MMpol is specially poised to probe this question.

We begin by observing that our simulations do not provide a statistically even-handed descrip-

tion of the entire reaction coordinate: the sampling is mostcomplete in the vicinity of the neutral

and CT free energy minima. An umbrella sampling approach could overcome this limitation68 and

should provide an interesting avenue for further investigation. Here, we focus on the statistics of

the energy gap near the free energy minima.

In the last section, ensemble-averaged energy gaps were used to compute ET parameters via

Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). However, in addition to the average energy gaps, our simulations provide an

estimate of typicalfluctuationsσX of the energy gap. Linear response dictates that both diabatic

states experience the same energy gap fluctuations, but the simulations do not fully bear out this

assumption. We find markedly larger energy gap fluctuations for the CT state,σCT = 0.43 eV,

compared to the neutral state fluctuationsσN = 0.35 eV. We performed two statistical tests of the

hypothesis that the collection of energy gaps for the neutral and CT diabatic states came from

distributions with the same variance. The traditional F-test and Levene’s test69 both reject the null

hypothesis of equal variances (p< 0.01).

What are the mechanistic and kinetic consequences of the nonlinear solvent response? To

address this key question, we used the four statistics — energy gap averages and fluctuations for

each state — to obtain a unique quartic parameterization of the neutral free energy curve (up to an
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arbitrary choice of the zero of free energy),

GN(q) = G0+G1 q+
1
2

G2 q2+
1
6

G3 q3+
1
24

G4 q4 (7)

whereq= ∆E−〈∆E〉N. From Eq. (7), a quartic expression forGCT is uniquely obtained via the

linear free energy relation,70 GCT(∆E)=GN(∆E)+∆E. The same overall fit is obtained regardless

of which state is parameterized first. Expressions for the coefficientsGi in terms of〈∆E〉N, 〈∆E〉CT,

σN andσCT can be found in the Supporting Information.

G
N

G
CT

Figure 4: Quartic parameterization of the neutral and CT free energy profiles (solid lines). Marcus
free energy profiles (dashed lines) are shown for comparison.

The quartic free energy model is displayed in Figure 4. Qualitatively, the quartic fit is strikingly

similar to the Marcus picture. Nevertheless, the nonlinearsolvent response raises the driving force

by 0.07 eV to−∆GCR = 2.45 eV and lowers the reorganization energy by 0.06 eV toλCR = 1.58

eV. As shown in Table 2, the activation barrier to CR is significantly reduced in the quartic model

to ∆G‡
CR = 0.02 eV. From the ratio of∆G‡

CR for the Marcus and quartic models, the quartic model

predicts an order-of-magnitude enhancement ofkCR relative to the Marcus picture. This finding
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emphasizes that slight nonlinearities in the solvent response — which have been characterized ex-

perimentally in other examples of condensed phase ET71,72— can fundamentally alter the kinetics

of CR and CS.

Table 2: CR parameters obtained under the linear response approximation and under the
quartic fits. All energies are in eV.

Approximation σN σCT −∆GCR λCR ∆G‡
CR

Linear response 0.29 0.29 2.38 1.64 0.08
Nonlinear correction 0.35 0.43 2.45 1.58 0.02

Characterization of the electronic coupling

The Marcus expression, Eq. (1), has a standard interpretation from the perspective of classical

transition-state theory:73 the exponential term, parameterized by the reorganizationenergy and

driving force for ET, embodies the likelihood of visiting the transition state region where an ET

event becomes maximally probable; then the pre-exponential term, controlled by the electronic

coupling, characterizes the inherent probability of ET at the isoenergetic point. In the last sec-

tion, we used the diagonal elements of the diabatic two-state Hamiltonian to compute energy gap

fluctuations and parameterize the exponential term in the rate expression; here, we use CDFT to

characterizeVDA as well as its fluctuations in the neutral and CT ensembles.

The magnitude of the CDFT couplings, presented in Table 3, isin excess of most experimen-

tally determined couplings for compact donor-acceptor dyads.42 The couplings also exceed our

previously described estimateVDA ≈ 0.03−0.06 eV by an order of magnitude. We anticipate that

much of the discrepancy between the computed and experimentally inferred couplings can be at-

tributed to the short-range character of intramolecular ETin FAAQ. In most systems for which

the CDFT coupling prescription has been tested and validated, the relevant ET process is either

intermolecular74 or bridge-mediated.75,76 In FAAQ, the donor-acceptor “bridge” is effectively a

single C-C bond; this feature makes the CDFT coupling especially sensitive to the size and shape

of the constraints. Nevertheless, these errors should be largely systematic across the sampled con-
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figurations because the same partitioning strategy was usedfor all configurations. Therefore we

can still gain mechanistic insights by studying trends in the CDFT couplings.

Table 3: Mean electronic couplings and deviations for neutral and CT configurations of
FAAQ in the gas phase and in DMSO solution. All energies are ineV.

Configurations 〈VDA〉 σV

Gas phase
Neutral 0.90 0.15

CT 0.73 0.18
DMSO

Neutral 0.61 0.12
CT 0.25 0.06

The distribution of electronic couplings presented in Table 3 reveals several interesting trends.

First, the neutral configurations exhibit a substantially larger coupling than the CT configurations,

indicative of a modest non-Condon effect.65,77In particular, the observation of increased electronic

coupling for configurations exhibiting a larger energy gap indicates that the mean electronic cou-

pling at the transition state∆E = 0, where its magnitude matters most, may be smaller than the

values predicted here.

Another striking feature of the couplings is the substantial difference between the gas phase

and solution phase values, both for mean couplings and for deviations. Other recent simulations of

solvent effects on electronic couplings64,75,78,79have been at odds regarding the magnitude of these

effects; here we find a significant reduction of the coupling matrix element upon incorporation of

solvent. Fluctuations in the coupling are also damped by thesolvent, as was also observed in a

computational study where the time-dependence ofVDA was monitored explicitly.80

Finally, we note that the ET parameters obtained from our simulations correspond to CT state

lifetimes on the fs to ps timescale, in qualitative agreement with the experimental refutation39 of

the previously claimed long-lived CT state in FAAQ.38 Future fine-tuning of the CDFT coupling

prescription should lead to improved estimates of the coupling, thereby enabling quantitative ET

rate calculations within the CDFT/MMpol model.
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Discussion

The use of the diabatic energy gap as a reaction coordinate for solution phase ET has a long history

rooted in Warshel’s semiclassical trajectory approach.81,82This particular choice of reaction coor-

dinate is convenient because it collapses the full complexity of the solvent dynamics onto a single

degree of freedom, while still providing a quadratic free energy profile in the limit of linear re-

sponse.83 The energy gap is also easier to control for the purposes of umbrella sampling than other

more physically appealing choices such as a solvent polarization reaction coordinate, motivated by

the original work of Marcus.20

But the physical content of∆E as a reaction coordinate is limited. How does the reaction

proceed? First we consider the extent to which a key internaldegree of freedom in FAAQ, the

dihedral angle between the donor and acceptor, influences the ET free energy profiles. Could

excited state isomerization have a measurable effect onkCR? We then turn our attention to the role

of the solvent and to the notion of a collective solvent coordinate for ET in particular. Towards this

end, we map the diabatic energy gaps from our simulations onto a classical polarization coordinate.

The correlation between the energy gap and the polarizationcoordinate provides another measure

of how successfully the Marcus model captures the atomisticdetails of our simulations.

Role of solute flexibility in ET kinetics

The FAAQ molecule is highly conjugated, with the amide bridge providing the only practical

means of breaking planarity. The torsional barrier betweenthe FA and AQ groups is expected to be

large compared tokBT, prohibiting any substantial population of thecis configurations illustrated

in Figure 1b. Nevertheless, the possibility of photoinduced isomerization prompted us to examine

whether thecis and trans configurations have different ET kinetics, and if so, to quantify the

difference.

We obtained 750 snapshots ofcis configurations for each diabatic state, following the same

procedure outlined for thetrans configurations. To obtain a rough estimate of the free energy
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of activation for isomerization, we take the linear response approach and fit the statistics of the

dihedral angleφ to a pair of parabolas,

Gcis(φ) =
1

2σ2
cis

(φ −〈φ〉cis)
2 (8)

Gtrans(φ) =
1

2σ2
trans

(φ −〈φ〉trans)
2+∆Gcis-trans (9)

The free energy difference∆Gcis-trans= Gcis(〈φ〉cis)−Gtrans(〈φ〉trans) was approximated from the

free energy of optimizedcis andtransFAAQ structures obtained at the B3LYP/6-31G* level with

DMSO modeled by the SM8 model,84 yielding ∆Gcis-trans= 3.8 meV. Then we estimate the free

energy barrier to isomerization by computing the free energy at the curve-crossing.

Activation free energies for isomerization and for CR within the linear response approximation

are shown in Figure 5, superimposed over the distribution ofall 3000 snapshots in the(∆E,φ)

plane. The isomerization barrier heights range from 0.52−0.71 eV (12−16 kcal mol−1); given

the short lifetime of the CT state, these barriers preclude any substantial degree of excited state

isomerization. We therefore expect that any influence of thecis isomer on the overall CR rate in

experiments can be safely neglected. Furthermore, the barrier heights for CR within the Marcus

picture are quite similar for the two isomers: 0.08 (0.09) eVfor CR in thecis (trans) conformation.

Thus, even if isomerization were more facile, it would have only a minor influence onkCR.

In summary, the linear response assumption leads to a model for the ET mechanism in which

CR is largely decoupled fromcis-transisomerization. The rigidity of the donor and acceptor units

precludes any further dependence of the CR rate on the details of solute conformation. These

insights raise the possibility of constructing an ET reaction coordinate that captures the key solute-

solvent interactions while averaging out all of the internal degrees of freedom in FAAQ. We explore

this possibility next.
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Reaction coordinate based on a simplified electrostatic model

How well can a classical solvent polarization coordinate capture the atomistic details of the ET

simulations? To provide a quantitative answer, we construct a plausible polarization coordinate

and study its correlation with the energy gap reaction coordinate.

We express the collective solvent polarization in terms of an electrostaticenergy gap possessing

the general form∆Eel = ∆(µX ·EX), whereµX is the electric dipole moment of FAAQ in diabatic

stateX, andEX is the electric field generated by the particular solvent configuration around the

solute dipole. The construction of∆Eel is outlined below; further details are available in the Sup-

porting Information.

First we replace the FAAQ dyad with a point electric dipoleµX whose magnitude and direction

are fixed to reproduce the ensemble-averaged dipole moment of FAAQ in diabatic stateX, as

obtained from our simulations. The DMSO solvent is treated as a collection of point charges,

taken directly from the MM model. Then the electrostatic energy gap for a given snapshotα is the

difference between the interaction energies of the solute dipole and solvent electric field in the two

diabatic states,

∆Eel = 〈µ〉CT ·ECT−〈µ〉N ·EN (10)

Given this prescription, we evaluate∆Eel for snapshotsα from the CDFT/MMpol simulations

and consider the correlationr between∆Eel and the diabatic energy gap∆E,

r ≡ Corr(∆E,∆Eel) =
1

N−1

N

∑
α=1

(

∆Eα −〈∆E〉
σ∆E

)(

∆Eel,α −〈∆Eel〉
σ∆Eel

)

(11)

The location of the solute dipole in the definition of∆Eel remains to be determined; two pos-

sibilities are considered here. First, to set an upper boundon the correlation achievable with a

single-dipole representation of FAAQ, we placed a dipole ateach nucleusi of the molecule and

considered the linear combinationµ = ∑i ciµi . The correlation coefficientr in this model can then

be optimized with respect to the coefficientsc in a least-squares sense.85 This model has 38 de-

grees of freedom (one per nucleus in the FAAQ model) and achieves a correlationr = 0.97 upon
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optimization ofc as illustrated in Figure 6a.

The correlation is reduced slightly when we restrict the model of the solute to a single dipole.

Varying the location of the single dipole over all FAAQ nuclei, we obtained an optimal correlation

r = 0.93 (Figure 6b) by placing it on the carbon atom labeled C1 in Figure 1. Thus, we can account

for the bulk of the energy gap fluctuations in the FAAQ/DMSO system with a simple electrostatic

model of solvent polarization.

The correlation scatterplots in Figure 6 show some interesting trends. First, the polarization

models provide a better fit for the neutral configurations than for the CT configurations, likely

because of the more drastic difference in polarization between the two diabatic states at neutral

configurations. Also, thecis and trans isomers are segregated in the single-dipole scatterplot in

Figure 6b. The two isomers have different effective charge separation distances in the CT state, so it

is sensible that the best-fit mappings between∆E and∆Eel for thecisandtransconfigurations could

have different constant shifts. The inclusion of additional solute degrees of freedom can mask the

distinction between the isomers, as evidenced by the lack ofisomer segregation in Figure 6a.

Some potentially important features that our simulations cannot intrinsically capture, such as

intermolecular charge transfer between the solute and the first solvation shell86 or within the sol-

vent,87 are naturally absent from this analysis. Still, the scatterplots show that solvent polarization

coordinates can be constructed which faithfully mirror theenergy gaps obtained from the full

CDFT/MMpol simulations.

Conclusion

We have explored the mechanistic and kinetic details of ET inthe compact donor-acceptor dyad

FAAQ solvated in DMSO. Our simulations corroborate experimental evidence that CR takes place

in the Marcus inverted region. Although inverted region effects have been postulated to drastically

extend the lifetimes of singlet CT excited states in compactdyads,38 we find a small activation

barrier that promotes CR on the ps timescale, in agreement with transient absorption studies.39 A
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modest nonlinear solvent response further enhances the CR rate.

From the microscopic details of the simulations, we identify several mechanistic features bear-

ing consequences for the ET kinetics. We find evidence of non-Condon effects: the electronic

coupling is weaker in the equilibrium solvation environment of the CT state than in that of the

ground state.Cis-trans isomerization does not appear to qualitatively change the ET landscape in

FAAQ. Finally, we find good correlation between the diabaticenergy gap and a simplified elec-

trostatic reaction coordinate. Despite signatures of nonlinear response detected in our simulations,

the Marcus picture of ET driven by collective solvent polarization captures the fundamental mech-

anism of CR in FAAQ.

To carry out these simulations, we have introduced a computational model, CDFT/MMpol,

for condensed phase ET simulations. Designed for accuracy and scalability, the CDFT/MMpol

approach couples diabatic states from constrained DFT witha polarizable force field to account

for mutual polarization of the donor-acceptor system and surrounding solvent. A more accurate

modeling of the solute-solvent interaction — for example, at a QM/QM level — would serve to

shore up our evidence of a nonlinear response; but obtainingsufficient statistics to demonstrate

the effect at a higher level of theory would make such an effort intractably demanding from a

computational standpoint.

Looking ahead, the approach outlined here is readily adaptable to the presence of other low-

lying excited states, for example, the localized S1 state on AQ from which CS originates in FAAQ.

These states can be treated with DFT methods better suited tolocalized excitations, such as LR-

TDDFT47,88 or ∆SCF.89,90 Together with a prescription for couplings between CT and local ex-

cited states,91 this approach would provide a fully self-consistent model of CR and CS in the

condensed phase. Such a model would represent an important step towards predicting how the

ratio of CS to CR might be tuned through chemical modifications.

To extend the scope of the CDFT/MMpol approach to larger polyads such as donor-bridge-

fullerene systems92,93or to models of natural photosynthesis,94,95 it would be appealing to substi-

tute the CDFT description of the solute with an accurate MMpol model for configurational sam-
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pling.74 Improvements in force-matching techniques are cause for optimism that MMpol force

fields can rise to this challenge.62

Finally, we anticipate that CDFT/MMpol will provide a useful starting point for real-time quan-

tum or semiclassical dynamics simulations of condensed phase ET.96,97These methods require di-

abatic energies and couplings along real-time trajectories; our approach can supply the necessary

parameters on-the-fly for ET in complex systems. We look forward to applying CDFT/MMpol

simulations to existing and nascent formulations of real-time ET dynamics such as the two-hop

Langevin equation recently proposed by our group.98
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